Scarborough Police Department
Operation HOPE
Participant Criminal History Screening

_The officer conducting the Operation HOPE intake will conduct a criminal history screening of potential Operation HOPE participants as follows:_

Warrant check completed  
NO ☐  YES ☐

List any warrants (if none, write “N/A”): ________________________________________________________

______________________________________________________________________________________________

NCIC-III/SBI check completed  
NO ☐  YES ☐

Does NCIC-III/SBI include data indicating the subject is a registered sex offender and/or has previously been convicted of a felony sex offense?  
NO ☐  YES ☐

Any reasonable belief by the officer or Supervisor (based upon current behavior or prior conduct) that the participant poses a risk of harm to self, the ANGEL, medical personnel, or others?  
NO ☐  YES ☐

_NOTE:_ If the subject has a warrant; is a registered sex offender and/or has previously been convicted of a felony sex offense or is deemed to be a risk to themselves or others, they are not eligible to participate in Operation HOPE. See the Operation HOPE policy for further information.

_NOTE:_ Upon completion, the officer will attach this form to the associated OF. DO NOT PROVIDE THIS DOCUMENT TO THE “Angel” assigned to work with participant or any other non-CJIS cleared person.
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